Space Shuttle Communications Monitoring

With our man-in-space program now directed toward the reusable shuttlecraft approach, communications needs have changed. The days of heavy HF single sideband support associated with Apollo and Gemini are over. NASA uses dedicated hard lines and satellite links extensively.

But some HF is still in use. During the first test flights of the Columbia, tracking ships, chase aircraft, worldwide tracking stations and military support used several single sideband voice channels, including 10780 (Cape Kennedy call-in), 6708 (booster tanks recovery ships “Liberty” and “Freedom”), and 20192 (tracking station network and countdown) kHz. Although several hundred discrete NASA channels are assigned, only a few see regular use.

For short range air-ground, VHF and UHF AM channels are used. Chase aircraft within a few hundred miles of the Shuttle will be heard on 121.75 and 264.8 MHz, while the spacecraft itself utilizes 296.8 MHz as a primary UHF backup to its 2287.5 MHz s-band down link transmissions. Earlier on-board UHF channels (259.7 secondary backup and 279.0 space suit to Shuttle during extra-vehicular activity) have been abandoned.

The likelihood of casual monitors tuning the excitement of a launch and recovery is great; listeners have reported activities on these frequencies during every mission, using the simplest of installations.

Here at Grove Enterprises we monitor the Shuttle missions on a Kenwood R-1000 receiver, using a Sony ICF-2001 as backup with outstanding results. For UHF, the new Grove Scanverter is used with a conventional aircraft-band programmable scanner. Normally, we use a Scanner Beam for extended VHF/UHF coverage, although many of our listening colleagues use a simple UHF ground plane.

The radio spectrum explodes with activity at all times of day or night, all year round. Simple, inexpensive receiving equipment and accessories can make this fascinating hobby come alive for you.

From The Editor...

For many years, in spite of the explosive growth of the radio listening hobby, monitoring enthusiasts have had to rely on amateur radio, CB, club bulletins and word of mouth for information useful to their hobby.

Now, MONITORING TIMES answers that void. Covering the vast swath of radio spectrum from the lowest to the highest frequency, MONITORING TIMES will present articles of unusual interest with objectivity and authority.

Practical hints for more productive listening, equipment tips for more effective installations, frequencies and identifications of both broadcasters and two-way communicators, answers to questions submitted by our readers, equipment reviews of new receivers and accessories as well as pertinent publications of particular interest.

All of these and more topics will be covered in future issues of MONITORING TIMES.

For the first time in publishing history, active listeners to the radio spectrum will be treated seriously, not simply as stepchildren of some other vogue hobby. And our publication will not be limited to the whims of the publisher; but responsive to the needs and requests of our readers.

What would YOU like MONITORING TIMES to be? What articles and information would be of particular interest to you? Would you like to learn more about equipment? Antennas? Theory? Frequency Allocations? Systems? Broadcasters? Utilities?

Let us know. We are looking forward to hearing from you and serving you in the years ahead.

Bob Grove,
Editor and Publisher
We normally think of the VHF/UHF portion of the spectrum as a short-range radio medium. Believe it or not, the record distance for two-way radio communications on VHF high band is nearly a half million miles! That's right, hams have experimented with "moon bounce" communications for some thirty years, using one or two kilowatts of power at 144 MHz, reflecting their signals off the moon to reach each other over the earth's radio horizon!

Of course, this EME (Earth-Moon-Earth) communication is still really only of sight, but it does prove that considerable distances are possible even at these high frequencies. The term "DX'ing" has two meanings to hobby radio listeners: (1) listening in on weak, distant signals and (2) intercepting and identifying transmissions rather than listening to their content.

To many hobby listeners, short-wave and scanner monitoring is much like target shooting. The quarry is some elusive transmitter, and the weapon is the receiver. These hobbyists stalk their prey in the wee hours of the morning, suffering the ravages of static, heterodynes and reprimands from bleary-eyed members of the household. Undaunted, our heroes don their headphones...and hunt!

While such worldwide monitoring is normally credited to the short-wave bands, astounding distances are often reported by scanner listeners. Hundreds...and even thousands...of miles can be intercepted. How do they do it? By a combination of technique, equipment and luck.

Needless to say, the proper choice of equipment is the easiest to plan, although it may be expensive. A good programmable scanner and a directional beam antenna are the minimum requirements. Select high-quality foam-dielectric cable for the downlead, using only as much cable as absolutely necessary (extra cable adds to system loss).

A quality low-noise preamplifier will be helpful for pulling in the really weak signals, especially at UHF (406-512 MHz). If you are located near a metropolitan area, a tunable filter may be useful for removing signals which cause interference from images (approximately 21.4-21.7 MHz above their actual transmitting frequency) and intermodulation (spurious phantom signals produced by strong signal overload at the scanner).

The weather plays a vital role in DX'ing. These cold winter months are prime time for catching the rare ones. Hams often report working VHF (and even UHF) distances of hundreds of miles during some months. One of the most interesting phenomena which assists long-distance VHF communications is called "ducting." As the name implies, the signal gets trapped between atmospheric layers which act as a waveguide, beaming the signal over great distances.

A duct may be only a foot or two in thickness. Some hams have noted a complete loss of signal when moving the antenna a short distance up or down the mast when using the duct!

Electrical storms, sunspots, solar flares and nearby electrical interference as well as reflecting metallic masses all have a bearing on signal reception. We will address these topics in future editions of MONITORING.

Your TV reception can serve as a valuable guide to DX'ing opportunities. When unusually good low channel (2 or 3) TV reception is observed, low band (28-50 MHz) skip probably will be good. Similarly, high channel (7-13) TV signals can announce high-band (148-174 MHz) scanner skip reception!

We will discuss more hints on improving your reception in future issues of MONITORING TIMES. Meanwhile, what are some of your best catches? How about sharing your listening logs with other readers? We would all like to hear from you!

---

**NASA Frequency List Cape Kennedy, Florida**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NET</th>
<th>FREQUENCY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>101</td>
<td>171.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>102</td>
<td>156.1875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>103</td>
<td>173.6875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>104</td>
<td>162.6125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105</td>
<td>173.6025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>106</td>
<td>170.4000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>107</td>
<td>170.1500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>108</td>
<td>170.3500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>112</td>
<td>148.4520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>113</td>
<td>149.1750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>116</td>
<td>173.5625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>117</td>
<td>173.4375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>201</td>
<td>171.1500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>203</td>
<td>173.1750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>206</td>
<td>170.1750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>208</td>
<td>158.940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>208</td>
<td>155.7150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>216</td>
<td>173.7075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>203</td>
<td>155.3700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>206</td>
<td>162.0125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>316</td>
<td>154.1600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETR G</td>
<td>148.4850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETR B</td>
<td>163.5125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETR D</td>
<td>163.4625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETR F</td>
<td>163.5625</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Assignment**

- **O&C CRANE OPS. (NET A)**
- **O&C CRANE OPS. (NET B)**
- **O&C CRANE OPS. (NET C)**
- **OPERATIONAL LOAN POOL**
- **OPERATIONAL LOAN POOL**
- **RADIATION MONITORING**
- **LC 39 OPS. POOL (CONVOY CMD)**
- **LC 39 OPS. POOL (CONVOY CRANE OPS)**
- **LC 39 OPS. POOL (CONVOY PURGE)**
- **LC 39 OPS. POOL (CONVOY CRANE OPS)**
- **LC 39 OPS. POOL**
- **LC 39 OPS. POOL (CONVOY CRANE OPS)**
- **LC 39 OPS. POOL (CONVOY COOLING)**
- **AIRCRAFT GROUND OPS.**
- **AIR GROUND CONTROL**
- **AIR GROUND (ORBITER)**
- **AIR GROUND (ORBITER)**
- **AIR GROUND CONTROL**
- **EMERGENCY (MIL)**
- **EMERGENCY (COMMERCIAL)**
- **CRAWLER MOVES**
- **EMERGENCY RADIO**
- **EMERGENCY RADIO**
- **EMERGENCY RADIO**

*Dispatchers and mobile units are frequently reported by listeners to low band skip.*
Among the most tantalizing— and little known— targets of radio monitoring are the drug smuggling networks. Using readily-available ham radio gear, these mobsters communicate with relative impunity at the high end of the 40 and 20 meter ham bands.

A popular rig combination is the ICOM 270A and MFJ Versatuner because of their ability to come up on any frequency in the 2-30 MHz range. While some groups have schedules, most simply leave their rigs on continuously to be ready for any call-up. While some of their speech is encrypted or encoded, most of it is plain language, occasionally thinly-veiled by referring to a cargo of “tools” rather than narcotics, substituting “rigs” for “boats.”

Since the vast majority of the shipments are coming up from South America, Spanish language is usually encountered, although English-speaking. Students are often heard in the group.

It’s easy to recognize the smugglers; they talk about their cargo, money transactions, schedules. Operating procedures are usually abominable, with disregard for call signs, substituting whistling, bird calls and CB slang.

Smugglers use the spectrum 14400-14500 kHz, with frequently-reported nets on 14400, 14455, 14460, 14462 and 14490 kHz...all upper sideband. One unusually competent net is on 14460 kHz, using a call sign “Alfa Nine,” the number-one man in South America, possibly on his yacht; and “J-37,” the number-two man in South America, possibly throughout the Bahamas.

14432 kHz Base station in Santa Marta, Colombia; “J-1,” the number-one man in South America, possibly on his yacht; and “J-37,” the number-two man in Santa Marta or the Bahamas.

14490 kHz Base station in Santa Marta or Barranquilla, Colombia.

14465 kHz “Captain Nemo” the northern control station in Portland, Maine...also in use as maritime shrimper or when he is mobile.

14510 kHz “Man with a Million Voices” a group head on the East Coast, possibly Washington, DC.

14517 kHz “November”--U.S. East Coast/Bahamas group head. These are contractors— large suppliers of quaaludes, marijuana and cocaine. Look for “Alfa Nine”, the South American control station on the Dominican Republic.

14545 kHz “j1” and “November” also on upper sideband.

Some of the most popular radio-telegraphy transmissions on the following frequencies:

13987 kHz These are contractors— large suppliers of quaaludes, marijuana and cocaine. Look for “Alfa Nine”, the South American control station in South America, possibly on his yacht; and “J-37,” the number-one man in South America, possibly on his yacht; and “J-37,” the number-two man in Santa Marta or the Bahamas.

14432 kHz Base station in Santa Marta, Colombia; “J-1,” the number-one man in South America, possibly on his yacht; and “J-37,” the number-two man in Santa Marta or the Bahamas.

14490 kHz Base station in Santa Marta or Barranquilla, Colombia.

14465 kHz “Captain Nemo” the northern control station in Portland, Maine...also in use as maritime shrimper or when he is mobile.

14510 kHz “Man with a Million Voices” a group head on the East Coast, possibly Washington, DC.

14517 kHz “November”--U.S. East Coast/Bahamas group head.

Wouldn’t it be nice if we could have an indoor antenna that works as well as some outdoor models? And what if that same unit also could act as a wideband preamplifier for an external antenna without having to pay for two separate products?

That was the problem that led to the development of the new Grove Enterprises POWER ANT, a combination active antenna and preamplifier for scanner reception.

The POWER ANT is designed around the high-performance Motorola MRF-901 microwave transistor for high-gain, low noise signal enhancement.

Protective circuitry is used to save the high-performance transistor from burnout near high-signal-density locations, and a gain control allows the user to custom-contour its amplification requirements.

Ideal for surveillance

A surprise was store in store for use when we discovered one of the major sources of inquiry: the undercover surveillance agencies! It seems that several prominent authorities have been recommending our little powerhouse to their field agents who need the additional amplification to locate bugs in the VHF/UHF spectrum?

For that application, POWER ANT is attached to the antenna input of a sophisticated spectrum analyzer and carried to the target location for debugging. In actual field use, the useful frequency range for POWER ANT is from approximately 1-1000 MHz, with gain rolling off slowly above and below those limits.

Interested readers may wish to take advantage of the special discount on POWER ANT and its matching AC adaptor in this month’s Grove Enterprises ad.

Copy RTTY ASCII and Morse from the palm of your hand.

Have you waited to get into code reading until you found out costs of latest models? Are you afraid about? You can stop waiting, because it’s no longer a fad.

Amateur operators are tossing the gigantic clanking monsters of yesterday that once performed the job of reading radioteletype. They are trading them in for state-of-the-art code-reading devices that are incredibly small, noiseless if desired and infinitely more versatile than their antique predecessors.

The Kantronics Mini-Reader reads all three types of code, displays code speed, computes CW audible tone and reads a radioteletype demodulator and reads all of its decoded information out on a triaxial display. It’s the complete display of easy-to-read characters, it is so compact that it fits in a hand-held calculator-size enclosure. At $329.95 the Mini-Reader performs anything within another $200 of its price range.

Call or visit your Authorized Kantronics Dealer now to find out what the latest in technology has done to code reading.
Editor's Note:

Tuning through the international shortwave broadcasters is a fascinating, often bewildering, aspect of radio listening. Among the clamor of worldwide broadcasters, all seeking their place in the ionosphere, is one prominent contestant: Radio Netherlands. English broadcasts are heard daily to North America from 0230-0325 UTC for East Coast listeners on 6165 and 9860 kHz, and from 0530-0625 for West Coast listeners on 6165 and 9715 kHz.

This month we are privileged to present a feature by Jonathan Marks, producer of the popular program for DX'ers, "Media Network." His excellent program may be heard during English language broadcasts to North America on Thursdays.

Changes In The Air!

Jonathan Marks, producer of "Media Network"

1982 sees 200 years of diplomatic relations between The Netherlands and the United States. April will mean a number of special programs looking at the two countries today. This all part of a campaign by Radio Nederland to "humanise" the short-wave bands. Its so easy to find a robot voice reading lists of statistics for industrial output, or to hear US pop music beamed back to North America from thousands of miles away in Hilversum our message is a "better understanding", involving a lot of participation from the listener. Dialing 611313518700 will connect you to our 24 hr listener feedback line, for comments, news, questions and music requests. And our "DX programme" has evolved into an "communications magazine".

Our aim is to interest the listener, particularly the beginner, in various aspects of communications with an emphasis on shortwave. "Media Network" is the title of our weekly 30 minute survey of the "why" and "how" of international broadcasting. Why is country "X" expanding or cutting it's foreign service? How has a receiver manufacturer managed to produce new technology at such a low price? By recording the programme on Wednesday evening, with the first transmission 11 hours later we can deal with topical subjects. In many cases a major news story involves a radio station somewhere, and manufacturers have a habit of revealing new items overnight. Our "network" of contributors in all parts of the world are active enthusiasts and their work, together with material generated at the station, is compiled together by producer Jonathan Marks at the Hilversum studios. We also talk to manufacturers (such as Grove Enterprises) to find out what's new, backing our reviews up with objective independent tests we conduct at the station.

We sincerely hope that programmes such as "Media Network", as well as our current affairs series "Report" will show that we're human on this side of the microphone too. We're willing to listen to both phone-calls and letters (Media Network gets approximately 50 letters a day) and we offer the listener a number of free pamphlets to help improve reception and interest in short-wave. Our "Receiver Shopping List" gives a comprehensive survey of what's good and bad in short-wave radios, the "Book list" tells you where to read further, and so it goes on. If you'd like a schedule and our "DX Services Information Catalogue" (which lists current pamphlets) write to English Section, Radio Netherlands, P.O. Box 222, Hilversum, Holland.

Still too few North Americans know there is an alternative to their local station. We hope that by working closely with short-wave listeners we can help to bring about a change!

Jonathan Marks

Using The Code Breaker On Shortwave

One of the most fascinating and unique discoveries which have come by our lab in a long time was accidentally discovered by several Code Breaker (Grove Enterprises DSC-2) users.

While monitoring single sideband voice transmissions on shortwave, it was noted that upper sideband transmissions could be inverted to lower, and vice versa! So...

(1) If an upper sideband station has interference, merely switch to lower sideband and use the Code Breaker to re-invert the audio back to normal! Naturally, the reverse procedure is used on lower sideband transmissions.

(2) If a slight readjustment of the receiver dial will remove the interfering station, although severely distort the intelligibility of the desired signal, merely use the Code Breaker to restore the normal voice quality using the opposite sideband!

(3) If a CW signal is experiencing interference from another CW station nearby in frequency, merely adjust the receiver until the unwanted signal is zero beat and disappear, then use the Code Breaker to adjust the pitch of the desired signal to a comfortable tone for perfect copy!

Naturally, the built-in razor-sharp notch filter can be used for additional interference rejection as necessary.

We would like to thank our Code Breaker users for their kindness in sharing these excellent listening tips with our readers. And we would like to remind our readers that Code Breaker and its matching AC adapter are being offered at a special discount this month in the Grove Enterprises ad!

For Your Reading

Just getting started in the fascinating hobby of shortwave or scanner listening? Many excellent publications are available for your information.

For the shortwave international broadcast listener, few publications can measure up to the excellent REVIEW OF INTERNATIONAL BROADCASTING by Glenn Hauser. RIB is a 40-page monthly magazine featuring virtually every aspect of broadcast DX log. Glenn Hauser is well respected for his insights and expertise in the field of shortwave listening, and interested SWL's are encouraged to write for more information. Glenn Hauser, Box 6287, Knoxville, TN 37914-0287.

Readers are also encouraged to take advantage of this month's special book offer in the Grove Enterprises ad!
LISTENERS LOG

Each month we will present frequencies of interest reported by our readers. LISTENERS LOG will not be restricted as to frequency ranges, nature of communications or geographical regions. Rather, it will serve to inform our readers of the unusual and intriguing listening possibilities within reach of modest equipment.

This month, to inaugurate this special column, we present a collection of some of the most fascinating frequencies for hobby monitoring, concentrating on the HF and VHF/UHF portion of the spectrum.

Won't you contribute some of your catches for next issue?

KANTRONICS MINI-READER

OVER $40 OFF

Save! Save! Save!

- Mini-Reader
- Table-top Stand
- AC adapter
- World Press Services
- Frequencies book

Complete Package NOW ONLY

$289.95 (plus $3.95 UPS)

KANTRONICS

Save $2.00
PLUS FREE SHIPPING!

FEDERAL FREQUENCY DIRECTORY

Your complete guide to federal gov't communications - over 100,000 listings

$129.50

(INCLUDES FREE SHIPPING VIA UPS)

SPECIAL OFFER

THE UNIQUE GROVE CODEBREAKER

ONLY $89.95

PLUS $2.25 UPS

BONUS SPECIAL: Order your CODEBREAKER Or POWER ANT (or both) before Feb. 28th 1982 and we will send you FREE a PWR-1 AC adapter for each unit purchased. YOU SAVE $9.95.

THE GROVE POWER ANT

- VHF/UHF Variable Preamp
- Active Antenna
- Base or mobile use
- Ideal "hidden space" unit

ONLY $69.95

PLUS $2.25 UPS

Order Toll Free

800-438-8155

GROVE ENTERPRISES, INC.

BRASTOWN, NORTH CAROLINA 28902

ORDER NOW - SALE ENDS FEB. 28th, 1982

WRITE GROVE ENTERPRISES, DEPT. N-1, BRASTOWN, NC 28902

Books and Lists for Communications Monitoring

FREE SHIPPING ON ALL BOOKS & TAPES

(orders must be received before February 28, 1982)

Look through your GROVE CATALOG and order that mid-winter reading NOW! No catalog? See list below.

BOX 1 FREQUENCY DIRECTORY... $12.95
BOX 2 COMMUNICATIONS MONITORING... 6.50
TAP 1 SOUNDS OF SHORTWAVE... 5.95
BOX 3 WORLD RADIO TV HANDBOOK... 16.50
BOX 5 WORLD PRESS SERVICES... 6.95
BOX 6 HOW TO TUNE THE SECRET SHORTWAVE SPECTRUM... 6.95
BOX 7 THE COMPLETE SHORTWAVE LISTENER'S HANDBOOK... 8.95
BOX 8 HOW TO BUILD HIDDEN, LIMITED-CAPACITY ANTENNAS... 9.95
BOX 9 THE COMPLETE ACTION GUIDE TO SCANNERS & MONITORS... 9.95
BOX 10 HOUSE-BUILT HF/VHF ANTENNA HANDBOOK... 6.95

(Note: BOX 4, Confidential Frequency List, shown on page 14 of catalog no longer available.)

IN A HURRY?... TOLL-FREE ORDER DESK 1-800-438-8155

VISA and MASTER CARD accepted with orders of $15.00 or more

ORDER NOW!

SALE ENDS FEBRUARY 28th, 1982

To order by mail write:
Grove Enterprises, Dept. N-1
Brastown, NC 28902

Be sure to include shipping address for delivery by UPS. Foreign shipments: contact our office.
Stepping Up In Shortwave Reception

While the Radio Shack DX-302 enjoys popularity among the walk-in crowd, most serious listeners prefer the Kenwood R-1000 and Yaesu FRG-770 for their first big step. Both receivers are in the $400-$600 price class, and both are available at discounts from reputable advertisers. The Panasonic RF-4900 is another popular model in this price class.

There is a considerable price gap between this level of consumer-grade receiver and the next bracket, represented by such manufacturers as Japan Radio Company (NRD-515) and McKay-Dymek (DR-22, 33 and 44). These receivers are in the $1000-$2000 category, depending upon the user's choice of options.

Professional communicators must often choose among even more sophisticated receiving equipment manufactured by such international companies as Collins, Harris, National, ITT, Rohde and Schwartz and many others.

Receivers at this level of design may cost in the tens of thousands of dollars. An unusual example is the Tempest receiver from Raytheon, last priced at nearly 100 thousand dollars!

Whatever your listening need, and whatever your price limitation, there is an optimum receiver waiting for you. Check with our advertisers for their personal recommendations.

Scanverter: 225-400 MHz Military Converter

For more than forty years military aircraft have been using the 225-400 MHz spectrum, yet no manufacturer has made consumer receiving equipment to cover that active UHF band.

Bulky surplus radio equipment has been the only solution for the interested listener, some of it weighing hundreds of pounds. Most of this archaic tube-type equipment suffered from low sensitivity, and the owners suffered from unavailable replacement parts!

Now, Grove Enterprises announces the exciting new SCANVERTER, a miniature frequency converter which will instantly convert any programmable scanner capable of 118-136 MHz aircraft band coverage into a total-spectrum 225-400 MHz military/federal aircraft receiver!

The Space Shuttle, SAC aircraft, federal undercover aerial surveillance, military strategic communications, Thunderbirds and Blue Angels air shows; all are users of this active portion of the radio spectrum.

Nearly a year ago the initial research began on this new addition to the communications market. Problems seemed formidable at the time. How would it be possible to crowd the entire 175 MHz wide military aircraft band into the 18-MHz wide aircraft-band scanner?

How could the converter have maximum sensitivity throughout that range without tuning? Could the converter be packaged small enough to complement a modern scanner? And even if all of these problems could be solved, could such a sophisticated circuit be produced at a cost low enough for hobbyists to afford?

An all-out engineering effort was launched at Grove Enterprises to solve the problems. Finally, during the summer of 1981, a working lab model sat on the bench in the test lab. Cautiously, the project engineer wired it to the power supply and connected it to a scanner...and waited. Suddenly, there it was: the unmistakable sound of a military aircraft calling an Air Force control tower! Scanverter had arrived!

The first test models required constant tuning to assure maximum sensitivity throughout the wide 225-400 MHz swath of spectrum. This meant that it would not be possible to monitor the entire band at once, only portions of it at any one time. Clearly, this scheme would not work.

Next, it was decided to broadcast the band so that no tuning was required. Unfortunately, that scheme worked too well...everything came through at once: aircraft, weather broadcasts, CB, even shortwave stations!

It become evident that some sort of sharp bandpass filter would be needed. After considerable experimentation it was decided that a combination of high-pass and notch filters would fill the bill.

Serendipity may be defined as a pleasant accidental discovery. In fact, that was largely how the final solution to the wide-range in a short space problem was resolved. It was discovered that harmonics of the oscillator caused the entire 225-400 MHz band to repeat itself at intervals of 18 MHz...right smack in the 118-136 MHz aircraft band found on every aircraft scanner!

The concept of "bandstacking" was born. A neat method to compress a wide spectrum of frequencies into a narrow slot for quick coverage.

Eancing months were spent testing and pruning, substituting parts, making sensitivity checks. By mid-December, Scanverter had been perfected.

Housed in the familiar Grove Enterprises slope-panel cabinet, Scanverter is scheduled for imminent production; the expected introduction price is under $100.00.

If this unique and long-sought product is of interest to you, call our toll-free number, 1-800-438-8155 now and you will be notified immediately when production begins.
Technical Topics

Q. I have room for an outdoor antenna but don’t know whether to choose an omnidirectional or beam antenna. Help?
A. If you need simultaneous reception from all compass directions, you can’t beat a good omnidirectional antenna. For maximum distance on weak signals you need a directional beam antenna, but it will favor only the direction toward which it is pointed. An inexpensive TV antenna rotator may be used to change its direction. Generally speaking, a beam antenna will give you an additional 30%, or more greater range over that of an omnidirectional antenna.

Q. I recently purchased a preamplifier for my scanner. Although some signals are louder, my interference problem from intermod and images has skyrocketed. What gives?
A. Scanners have definite limits within which they operate satisfactorily. If signal strengths are too great, they overload, producing all kinds of phantom signal products. Your preamplifier knows only two commands: on and off. When on, it amplifies as hard as it can, increasing the levels of powerful local signals as well as those distant weak ones. It is a variable gain preamplifier used in conjunction with a tunable filter will give far more satisfactory service, although additional filtering to trap out unwanted signals may be necessary if you live in the city.

Q. I have read that the only coaxial cable to use for scanner reception is RG-8U. True?
A. Absolutely not! There are many excellent grades of less expensive coax which will work just fine. At VHF (low and high bands) select foam dielectric low-loss coaxial cable such as that used in the cable TV industry. RG-58C or RG-41 will work well for most installations (under 100 feet cable length). At UHF (606-1024 MHz) and especially at microwave (106-960 MHz), all conventional Coaxial cable is a vital consideration for effective VHF-UHF listening. cables are lossy. At microwave use hard line (aluminum sheath, air dielectric), or purchase a masthead down-converter to change the higher frequencies to a lower band to send down the cable. At shortwave frequencies and lower (below 30 MHz), virtually any choice of coaxial cable is satisfactory. The old CB myth about using highest-quality RG-8U at 27 MHz was without foundation. In legal CB installations, an advantage of perhaps 2 dBi might be gained, virtually undetectable on the air. And don’t be concerned about impedance. Scanners vary their input impedances between at least 30 and 75 ohms, even on the same band, as they change frequency. A good rule of thumb for selecting coax for most monitoring purposes: If it is fresh, well-shielded, good quality and low-loss foam dielectric, use it!

UNIVERSAL ELECTRONICS
SHORTWAVE AND RTTY EQUIPMENT
NRD-515 Receiver and Memory Unit

Speaker

PLL Digital VFO
Digital tuning
Up-Conversion
26 Channel memory
Unit-(Option)

Continuous coverage -
all modes 100KHz-30Mhz
Bandpass tuning
All solid-state
Modular Construction
NRD-515 $139.95 NDH Memory $249.00 Speaker $44.95

- SONY ICF-2001 -
Direct-access digital key-touch tuning with programmable bandscan and memory. Dual conversion, quartz crystal, phase-locked loop frequency synthesis for all bands. LCD digital display, 5 step signal strength indicator.
List $349.95 Now $304.95

NEW
AEA-RO code and RTTY reader with 32 character fluorescent display .29 in. high. Copies morse, baudot RTTY, ASCII RTTY from 60 thru 100 WPM and 110-300 Baud ASCII. Ideal for beginners.
List $299.00 Now $284.95

- NEW
HAL COMMUNICATIONS portable RTTY/SCW terminal — 5 inch display built into 12¼ x 11 x 5 in. cabinet. Separate keyboard with transmit buffer.
List $995.00 Now $939.95

- INFO-TECH -
RTTY/SCW/ASCII converter for video or hard copy. Excellent performance at a reasonable price.
List $595.00 Now $549.95

Shipping Additional On All Items
We Ship UPS-COD, cash or certified check, MC-Visa.

MONITORING WORKSHOP SURVEY

YES! I would like to attend a radio monitoring workshop.

The major cities in which I would attend are: (list in order of preference)

(1) ____________________________

(2) ____________________________

(3) ____________________________

I would prefer this event to be held during (check one)

SPRING, SUMMER, WINTER, FALL

What main subject areas would be of most interest to you (check appropriate box(es)). (check three)

LONGWAVE ANTENNA THEORY
SHORTWAVE RADIO THEORY
SCANNERS FREQUENCY ALLOCATIONS
SATELLITES
CHOOSING EQUIPMENT AND ACCESSORIES

OTHER please describe

Would you like Grove Enterprises to arrange accommodations for you at the seminar — or would you prefer to be responsible for your own lodging?

What maximum workshop fee would you be willing to pay to participate in one of these workshops?

$25 $50 $100 $150 (circle one)

Grove Enterprises would like to conduct a series of radio monitoring workshops in several locations throughout the United States. Your response to this survey will help us determine where and when we should implement this program. If you are interested in a seminar, please fill out the following form and return it to Grove Enterprises, Brasstown, NC 28902. You will be notified of the results of this poll.
Two New Programmable Scanners From Bearcat

Announced several months ago, the BC-100 hand-held and BC-350 alphanumeric programmable scanners are now available.

The BC-100 fills a niche which had been clamored for over the years; it is a folly-synthesized, hand-held scanner covering the frequency ranges 30-50, 138-174 and 406-512 MHz.

Demand for the wide-frequency-range unit has been heavy, although preliminary reports indicated wide distribution. The little 16-channel scanner comes with a holster-type carrying case, flexible antenna, rechargeable batteries, AC adapter/charger and earphone.

The BC-350 is considerably larger, designed primarily for fixed use. It features 50 channels with full alphanumeric display. Thus, listeners may program both "154.640" and "CITY PD". Either display may be called up from a pushbutton.

A separate display signals various status conditions of the scanner, such as priority, delay, auxiliary and so on.

Both scanners are available from Bearcat dealers, including mail-order discount houses like Communications Electronics (854 Phoenix, Ann Arbor, MI 48106).

Please Help!

We want to be sure you are receiving our catalogs and mailings. If your address is not correct on our envelopes to you, please let us know so we can correct your card. Are you getting two catalogs to two addresses? Let us know! If you have changed addresses in the last year, be sure we have your current one. Call us toll-free 1-800-438-8156, or drop us a note.

Monitoring Times is distributed free of charge by Grove Enterprises, Inc. Brasstown, North Carolina 28902; Robert B. Grove, Editor and Publisher. Correspondence concerning this publication should be addressed to: Monitoring Times, Dept N-1, Grove Enterprises, Brasstown, NC 28902.
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